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Abstract
A significant obstacle to effective L2 English speech lies in

the inappropriate use of pauses and lexical stress.
We observed the impact of pauses within phrases (WP) and

incorrectly stressed words on real-time perceived comprehen-
sibility. Sixty native English listeners were asked, while lis-
tening to short recordings of L2 speakers, to click on a but-
ton whenever they were struggling to understand the speaker.
Analysis showed that click frequency tends to increase after
WP pauses and incorrectly stressed words, especially 2-3 s after
onset, while it remains under the average click frequency after
pauses between clauses and correctly stressed words. While
recordings featuring more pauses in general had better fluency
ratings, those with more WP pauses had lower fluency and com-
prehensibility ratings. These results demonstrate the value of
dynamic rating of perceived comprehensibility, and show that
fewer WP pauses and better lexical stress contribute to a better
comprehensibility.
Index Terms: L2 comprehensibility, pause positions, lexical
stress, dynamic rating, prosody, fluency

1. Introduction
Pronunciation is key to success in spoken communication. The
speakers most likely to be successful, however, are not necessar-
ily those who have a native-like pronunciation, but rather those
who adequately use certain linguistic features that help listen-
ers easily understand and follow the speech [1]. In foreign-
language acquisition, this concept of being easily understood is
generally referred to as speaker comprehensibility [2]. Assess-
ing speaker comprehensibility is a formidable challenge since
it is a listener-based construct, influenced by various listener-
side variables such as the listener’s first language(s) (L1) [3],
level of engagement in the speaking task [4], familiarity with
the speaker, or the subject matter of the conversation [5].

There are, however, linguistic features that may help im-
prove comprehensibility whatever the situation. Pauses are of-
ten correlated with L2 proficiency since lower level speakers
tend to pause more and longer [6]; but their strategic use is key
to segment and structure speech so that it is more easily pro-
cessed by the listener. It is therefore crucial to consider their
location in speech. More specifically, pauses occurring at gram-
matical boundaries, i.e. between clauses and phrases, tend to
help the listener [7], while those occurring within phrases (WP)
are often categorized as hesitant or non-structuring pauses [8, 9]
and appear to be strongly correlated with poorer comprehensi-
bility, fluency, and proficiency judgments [10, 11, 12].

Lexical stress, especially in English, also contributes to
speech segmentation at a finer level and shapes discourse’s
rhythm [13, 14]. English stressed syllables generally present

a higher fundamental frequency (F0), stronger intensity, and
longer duration compared with neighboring syllables, and sur-
rounding vowels tend to shrink to reduced forms [13]. Lexical
stress is known to be correlated with comprehensibility judg-
ments at all degrees of proficiency [15, 16] and often cited as a
determinant feature when it comes to assessing speaking profi-
ciency [17, 18]. Lexical stress is a particularly impactful factor
with learners whose L1 do not have lexical stress such as French
[15, 19].

Assessing comprehensibility is commonly done by asking
listeners to holistically rate speakers’ performance on a Likert
scale, but some studies used more dynamic approaches. Previ-
ous studies [20, 21, 22] objectively predicted comprehensibility
perceived by listeners by making them shadow learners’ speech
and measure the degree of smoothness of their shadowing. An-
other method involves asking listeners to rate comprehensibility
while they are listening to the speaker. Nagle et al. [23] asked
24 native speakers of Spanish to dynamically rate 3 English-
L1 speakers of Spanish using Idiodynamic Software [24] and
stimulated recall interviews. The main causes reported by the
participants for down-grading comprehensibility were lexical
and grammar misuses, while up-grading was associated with
fluency and discourse structure. However, participants reacted
in various ways to the experiment, leading to difficulties when
analysis click patterns.

We propose to adapt Nagle et al.’s experiment to observe the
real-time impact of pause positions and lexical stress patterns
on perceived comprehensibility. We asked 60 English-L1 naive
crowd-sourced participants to rate the comprehensibility of 15
French-L1 speakers of English. While listening, raters had to
click on a button whenever they were struggling to understand
the speaker. Recordings where automatically annotated in pause
positions and lexical stress quality with a tool developed in a
previous study, and click frequency following each category of
pauses and stressed word were analyzed.

Our research questions are as follows: Q1) Do listeners ex-
hibit consistent behavior in dynamically rating comprehensibil-
ity of L2 speakers, despite inter-rater variations? Q2) Do we ob-
serve a decrease in comprehensibility after unexpected pauses
and incorrectly stressed words? More specifically, we are ex-
pecting to observe:

• H1: a higher click frequency after WP pauses compared with
pauses between clauses (BC),

• H2: a higher click frequency after words with inappropriate
lexical stress compared with those with correct stress, and

• H3: that speech segments with more WC pauses and inap-
propriate stress should receive more clicks from listeners and
lower global ratings of fluency, pronunciation accuracy, and
comprehensibility.



Section 2 provides an overview of the automated annota-
tion in pauses and stress, the proposed dynamic rating protocol,
and data-analysis methodology we used. Section 3 presents the
speech data and recruited raters. Section 4 presents the initial
results of our experiment, further discussed in Section 5.

2. Methodology
2.1. Objective analysis of pauses and stresses in L2 speech

Pause positions and lexical stress in L2 speech data are first
automatically annotated by a pipeline that combines the latest
speech processing and natural language processing tools (ref-
erence to previous work). This pipeline is based on WhisperX
speech recognition and forced alignment [25] and it annotates
pauses with its corresponding largest syntactic boundary–either
clause-boundary, phrase-boundary, or word-boundary–on the
basis of the constituency analysis of the transcribed text using
the Berkeley Neural Parser [26].

The pipeline extracts stress-related acoustic parameters
from syllable nuclei points of polysyllabic content words
(nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs), henceforth called tar-
get words. Each target word is given a ”stress score” indi-
cating whether the most prominent syllable corresponds to the
prescriptive (primary) stress position and how contrasted it is
compared with the other syllables of the word. This score is
calculated using the following equation:

Sw =
Ps,w − Pu,w

Ps,w + Pu,w

(1)

with w being the current word, Ps,w being the prominence
value of the prescriptive stressed syllable (mean of normalized
F0, intensity, and duration), and Pu,w the mean prominence
value of other syllables of the word. A score of 0 means that
no prosodic contrast is measured between the prescriptive pri-
mary stress and other syllables, high positive scores reflect cor-
rect stress position and high contrast, and low negative scores
reflect incorrect position and high contrast. Based on this score,
target words are categorized as ”StressO” (appropriate stress
position and strong prosodic contrast, score> .2), ”Stress∆”
(low prosodic contrast and unclear stress pattern, score between
.2 and −.2), and ”StressX” (wrong stress position and strong
prosodic contrast, score < −.2).

2.2. Dynamic perceptive test of L2 speech

We developed a rating web application called Dynamic Rater
(link to the repository). Inspired by McIntyre’s Idiodynamic
Software [24], the rating procedure was slightly simplified and
adapted for crowd-sourced rating. Raters are presented with
successive audio recordings and asked to signal by clicking a
button while they are listening whenever they are experienc-
ing difficulty understanding the speaker (cf. Figure 1). Un-
like McIntyre’s software, only negative judgments are solicited,
since raters tend to comment negatively rather than positively
in relation to comprehensibility [27, 28], and no incrementing
of judgment is done when clicking several times consecutively.
Raters are required to listen to each recording in its entirety
without the ability to rewind or pause, although breaks between
recordings are allowed.

Following each recording, a short form appears to globally
rate the speaker’s pronunciation accuracy, fluency, and easiness
to understand using a 100-step cursor button. An optional text

Figure 1: View of rating screen

zone is also provided to specify pronunciation features hinder-
ing comprehension or suggest improvements for better compre-
hensibility.

2.3. Normalization & click-pattern analysis

Raters should click with a range of delay after a speech event
that harms comprehensibility occurs. Thus, we count clicks in a
time window with a delay. Furthermore, some raters may click
more frequently than others, it is therefore important to con-
sider mean click frequencies depending on raters. We propose
to mean-normalize clicks by subtracting rater’s mean click rate
across the all recordings. A sliding 1-second window is used to
compute the mean-normalized sum of clicks, henceforth called
m-clicks. Equation 1 details the normalization process:

Mw =

R∑
r=1

(
Cr,w − Cr

)
(2)

where Mw is the number of m-clicks in window w, R is the
number of raters, Cr,w is the number of clicks by rater r within
w, and Cr is the mean click rate of r. Mean-normalization
centers all data points around 0, interpreting positive values as
abnormally high clicking activity and negative values as less
clicks than the mean clicking activity.

The frequency of m-clicks within the five consecutive win-
dows following the onset of pauses or stressed words are then
compared to see if the quantity of clicks increases, stagnates, or
decreases.

At the recording level, the total number of m-clicks per rater
is compared with the WP and BC ratio (number of pauses / file
duration) and mean stress score to verify H3. Recordings are
divided in two groups for each dimension: those above and
those below the median ratio of WP pauses, BC pauses, and
mean stress score. Both distributions are then compared with a
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank test.

Consistency among raters is tested with the intraclass cor-
relation coefficient [29] on raw global ratings. These ratings are
then z-standardized for each rater across all the rated recordings
to ensure comparability among ratings, accounting for individ-
ual raters’ tendencies with a cursor-type rating system.



Table 1: Frequency of pauses and target words among 16
recordings

freq. % freq. %
BC 144 35.1 StressO 25 17.0
BP 211 51.5 Stress∆ 83 56.5

WP 55 13.4 StressX 39 26.5
Pauses 410 Target words 147

3. Experiment
3.1. L2 speech data

The speech data used in this study comprises 16 brief audio
excerpts derived from dyadic argumentative discussions among
French-L1 learners of English at CEFR B1 and B2 levels. The
excerpts were extracted from the CLES Corpus of Spontaneous
L2 English (reference to previous study), totaling 11 hours of
speech.

The whole corpus was annotated with the pipeline de-
scribed in Section 2.1. The pause-duration threshold was set
at 180ms, as shorter pauses can be mistaken for stop closures
[30], with an upper limit of 2 s as suggested in a previous study
(reference to previous work). Given that the processing pipeline
does not take into account secondary stress, only 2- and 3-
syllable words were considered. Pauses were categorized as be-
tween clauses (BC), between phrases (BP), and within phrases
(WP) for consistency with prior studies [10, 11].

The number of selected recordings was limited to 16 to en-
able all raters to rate all recordings. This selection was based
on specific criteria: a) eight segments with a high ratio of WP
pauses and a low overall lexical stress score, and b) eight seg-
ments with a low ratio of WP pauses and a high lexical stress
score. Additional criteria included a minimum length of 60 to-
kens and an equal distribution of speaker proficiency and gender
in each category. Table 1 summarizes the number of pauses per
category and target words.

A manual verification of these annotations was conducted
on the first 8 recordings. This involved 193 pauses and 89
stressed words. Pauses with both correct time-alignment and
constituent tags totaled 82.4%, and words with correct recog-
nition, time-alignment and syllable-alignment totaled 82.0%.
Consequently, no annotations from the pipeline were modified.

3.2. Ratings on crowd-sourcing

Sixty raters were recruited through the crowd-sourcing platform
Prolific. Raters were selected on the basis of specific criteria:
a) native English speakers, b) declaring no proficiency in lan-
guages other than English, c) residing in the United Kingdom
during the experiment, and d) ensuring an equal gender distri-
bution. Raters’ ages ranged from 25 to 72, with a mean age of
44.

After a training on a supplementary unanalyzed recording,
the 16 recordings followed one another in a randomized order.
The whole experiment was designed to take approximately 35
minutes. Only participants who had clicked at least once and
had not concentrated more than 50% of their clicks on a single
recording were included in this study.

4. Results
4.1. Raters behavior

The task of rating the 16 recordings consumed an average of
26min 59 s for the 60 participants, ranging from 12min 42 s

Figure 2: TextGrid view of click activity of recording n°5, one
point per click, one rater per tier with first tier containing sum
of all clicks

Figure 3: M-clicks for recording n°5 (with raw clicks shown as
vertical bars)

Figure 4: Mean m-clicks over 5 s following pause (left) or target
word (right)

to 1 h 3min 2 s (with four raters exceeding 45min). As an-
ticipated, there was considerable variation in clicking activity
among raters, with a total number of clicks ranging from 12 to
272 across the 16 recordings (mean: 76.7, standard deviation
(SD): 48.65). Five raters exhibited notably high click frequen-
cies, surpassing 120 clicks. Though frequencies of clicks differ
between raters, clear peaks of clicks appeared as shown in Fig-
ures 2 and 3.

The intraclass correlation coefficient revealed an average
absolute agreement among raters of .97, with an average con-
sistency of raters’ scores reaching .98 across the three global
rating categories (respectively ICC1k and ICC3k from psych
package 2.4.1).

4.2. Impact of pauses and lexical stress on click patterns

Click-pattern analysis involved observing the click activity fol-
lowing each target event, namely, each pause and stressed word.
A sliding-window approach tallied m-clicks for each second
from the beginning of the event to the fifth second. Figure 4
left illustrates the mean m-clicks over the 5 s following pauses
BC, BP, or WP. Notably, normalized clicking activity remained
above 0 for WP pauses, below 0 for BC pauses, and close to 0
after BP pauses. Clicking activity also increased during the sub-
sequent 3 s after a WP pause (+.8) but significantly decreased
during the following 2 s after a BC pause (−1.24) before re-
turning to 0. A Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank test showed sig-
nificance only during the second timeframe (between 1 and 2 s
following the pause, cf. Table 2).



Table 2: Rank tests comparing number of m-clicks after BC and
WP pauses (left) and after StressO and StressX (right), along
with correlation coefficients between number of m-clicks in each
window and stress score of target word. (−: not significant,
*:p < .05, **:p < .01)

Rank tests Pearson correlations
BC vs. WP StressO vs. StressX Stress score

window p-value p-value R p-value
0-1s − − -0.13 −
1-2s * * -0.1 −
2-3s − ** -0.25 **
3-4s − * -0.062 −
4-5s − − -0.027 −

Figure 5: Scatter plot depicting relationship between number of
m-clicks occurring 2 and 3 s after target words and their corre-
sponding stress scores.

A similar approach was applied to the lexical stress quality.
Among the 147 target words, StressO constituted 17% (n=25),
Stress∆ 56% (n=83), and StressX 27% (n=39) of the words.
Figure 4 right illustrates the mean m-click sums over the 5 s
following each word category. The clicking activity after incor-
rectly stressed words (StressX) averaged higher than after words
with correct stress patterns (StressO), with a local increase be-
tween 2 and 3 s for StressX (reaching 1.47), while it continu-
ously decreased after StressO until the third second (from .45
to −3.11). Click activity following unclear stress words stayed
above 0 and progressively decreased to −1.87 between 3 and
4 s before increasing again, like StressO, on the fifth second
for obscure reasons. The difference in click activity after cor-
rect and incorrect stress was significant from the second to the
fourth timeframes (cf. Table 2).

As stress score is continuous, its linear correlation with the
number of clicks was also analyzed without considering cate-
gories. It emerged that the lower the stress score, the higher
the number of clicks, albeit with a relatively weak correlation
(maximum between 2 and 3 s, R = −.25, p < .01, cf. Table 2
and Figure 5).

4.3. Impact of pauses and lexical stress on click frequency
and global ratings

An analysis was conducted to determine if recordings contain-
ing more WP pauses and incorrect stress would garner more
clicks than those without. As expected, recordings with a higher
ratio of WP pauses received more clicks than those with less
WP pauses (p < .01). The distribution of m-clicks was nearly
equal for recordings with lower and higher ratios of BC pauses
(no significant difference). Interestingly, recordings with fewer
pauses overall (ratio of all pauses, regardless of category) re-
ceived significantly more clicks (p < .001). Recordings with a

lower mean stress score received significantly more clicks than
those with a higher mean stress score (p < .001).

The same analysis was applied to global ratings. The flu-
ency rating exhibited a negative correlation with the WP pause
ratio (p < .001) and, surprisingly, with the BC pause ratio
(p < .05). More pauses overall in a recording were associ-
ated with higher fluency ratings (p < .001). Lexical stress was
compared with the global pronunciation rating, revealing that
higher mean stress scores were associated with higher pronun-
ciation ratings (p < .001). Similar patterns for both pauses
and stress were observed with global comprehensibility ratings
(p < .001).

5. Discussion

We conducted a real-time comprehensibility analysis on L2 En-
glish spontaneous speech. Our experiment demonstrated that
listeners experienced difficulty understanding similar regions,
and that dynamic perceptive tests enabled the identification of
these zones. We focused on the actual impact of WP pauses
and incorrect stress patterns on listeners’ perception. Analy-
ses revealed a general increase in click frequency within the 3 s
following WP pauses, whereas it remained under the average
click frequency following BC and BP pauses. Recordings ex-
hibiting more pauses in general were rated with higher fluency
and comprehensibility, which can be counter-intuitive. We also
observed an increase in click frequency from 2 to 3 s after an
incorrectly stressed word, while it decreased during the 3 s fol-
lowing a correctly stressed word. These results were expected,
as WP pauses and incorrect lexical stress are known to be cor-
related with comprehensibility ratings, but this study measured
their real-time impact on the listeners.

A limitation of this study lies in the brevity of the record-
ings (ranging from 26 to 66 s each). Their lack of context
challenged raters, potentially impacting their comprehensibility
judgments. Additionally, the small number of occurrences of
WP pauses and correctly stressed words may have contributed
to the weakly significant results in rank tests. Pause categories
should be refined, as some WP pauses can be very natural (e.g.,
emphasis or enumeration), while certain BP pauses can impact
comprehensibility, as they are rarely observed in L1 contexts
(e.g., between a pronoun and a verb) [31]. Pause duration
thresholds could also be further discussed. A previous study
demonstrated that a cutoff point of 250ms shows a higher cor-
relation with fluency ratings [32]. Although we obtained sim-
ilarly weakly significant results with this threshold, click fre-
quencies showed more contrast with a cutoff point of 180ms.

6. Conclusion

We propose a large-scale dynamic rating protocol for monitor-
ing perceived comprehensibility of L2 spontaneous speech. We
demonstrated the feasibility of investigating real-time compre-
hensibility perception through a crowd-sourced approach using
our protocol and adequate number of raters. Our experiment
showed that WP pauses and incorrect stress patterns directly im-
pact comprehensibility. This protocol opens up promising per-
spectives for exploring linguistic phenomena impacting com-
prehensibility among speakers with different L1 backgrounds
and proficiency levels. It may also aid in a better understanding
of how listeners process L2 speech and how they react when
confronted with it.
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